Parents: Reading is the most important skill a child can learn.

And, like other skills, it takes practice. Our Book Fair is the place where children find and choose what they want to read. It’s the place we can demonstrate the importance of reading and motivate children to practice reading.

Support our Book Fair and help your children build a collection of books at home they can read alone … and with you. View a short video to see how your involvement can make a difference.

Visit scholastic.com/bookfairs/family and scroll to It’s an Idea Space.
Characters You’ll Love

If You Give a Mouse a Brownie
by Laura Numeroff, illustrated by Felicia Bond
If you give Mouse a brownie, he'll ... start a rock band? Join him on an all-day adventure!
Hardcover $17.99
#341954

Beauty and the Beast
(Assorted Titles)
Be our guest! Join Belle in this enchanting tale as old as time with books based on Disney's new live-action movie!

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes
by Kimberly & James Dean
Your favorite blue cat solves a mystery and learns it’s cool to be kind.
Hardcover $17.99
#367996

Peppa Pig™: Peppa and the Big Train
Join Peppa, Suzy Sheep, and all their friends on a train trip adventure.
Board Book $7.99
#368093

Peppa Pig™: George Catches a Cold
George refuses to wear his rain hat, and as a result he catches a cold. Can Peppa help him feel better?
$3.99
#365276

Pete the Cat: Go, Pete, Go!
by James Dean
In a race between Pete and Turtle, what's important is having a groovy time getting to the finish line.
$3.99
#368863

LEGO® Mighty Machines
Explore the most extreme machines with the LEGO® minifigures.
#366066
$4.99

Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher
by James Dean
Pete is in for a surprise when the new substitute teacher is ... his mom!
Hardcover $3.99
#368145

Click, Clack, Surprise!
by Doreen Cronin, illustrated by Betsy Lewin
It's Little Duck's first birthday, and Farmer Brown's animals are throwing a party!
Hardcover Priced Hardcover $9.99
#369997

LEGO® City: Police Pursuit!
It's up to the police to chase down a thief in the park. But how will they find a crook who is a master of disguise?
$3.99
#367403

PETE THE CAT
Illustrations copyright © 2015 by James Dean. All rights reserved.

PAW Patrol: A CarryAlong® Play Book
The PAW Patrol pups are on a rescue mission! Bring the action to life with pull-tabs and lift-the-flaps.
Board Book $14.99
#368193

Shop our expanded selection online. Share your ch
Let’s Read Together

Please, Mr. Panda
by Steve Antony
This best-selling please-and-thank-you book, now available in a board book format, is perfect for preschoolers and doughnut-lovers alike! #368014

$6.99

Amazing Animals: A Spin & Spot Book
by Liza Charlesworth, illustrated by Brandon Reese
Be on the lookout for exciting creatures of all shapes and sizes in this interactive board book featuring a spinning wheel on every spread! #368066

$8.99

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star and Other Bedtime Rhymes
Just right for little hands, this touch-and-feel board book brings favorite bedtime rhymes to life. #369145

$8.99

Slide and Find Dinosaur
This fun interactive board book helps young children learn about dinosaurs and numbers. #368081

$9.99

Race Car Count
by Rebecca Kai Dotlich, illustrated by Michael Slack
Green light... GO! Count the race cars as they zoom off for the big race. #366649

$7.99

StoryPlay™: Shoe-la-la!
by Karen Beaumont, illustrated by LeUyen Pham
Meet four girls in search of the perfect pair of party shoes in this fun, rhyming story that focuses on self-expression. Hardcover: $5.99 #366675

StoryPlay™: Dinosaurumpus!
by Tony Mitton, illustrated by Guy Parker-Rees
This rollicking, rhyming story about dinosaurs focuses on science. Hardcover: $5.99 #366673

StoryPlay™: Spunky Little Monkey
by Bill Martin Jr and Michael Sampson, illustrated by Brian Won
Little monkeys everywhere will clap, stomp, shake, and cheer as they get ready to start a new day while learning parts of the body! Exclusive Value-Priced Hardcover: $10.99 #368093

Beautiful
by Stacy McDonald, illustrated by Joanne Lew-Vriethoff
Celebrate the most beautiful thing about being a girl: being yourself! Exclusive Paperback: $4.99 #368872

Spunky Little Monkey
by Bill Martin Jr and Michael Sampson, illustrated by Brian Won
Little monkeys everywhere will clap, stomp, shake, and cheer as they get ready to start a new day while learning parts of the body! Exclusive Value-Priced Hardcover: $10.99 #368093

Spunky Little Monkey
by Bill Martin Jr and Michael Sampson, illustrated by Brian Won
Little monkeys everywhere will clap, stomp, shake, and cheer as they get ready to start a new day while learning parts of the body! Exclusive Value-Priced Hardcover: $10.99 #368093

Bob Books®: First Stories
This 12-book boxed set features easy-to-read stories with lots of repetition and friendly illustrations. #368685

$16.99

Pete the Cat Phonics Box
Learning to read is groovy in these 12 mini-books featuring long and short vowel sounds and Pete the Cat! #368164

$12.99

Moby Shinobi: Ninja on the Farm
by Luke Flowers
Can Moby Shinobi’s cool ninja tricks save the day when some runaway cows threaten to ruin the farm? #368692

$3.99

#365896

Five Little Ducks
by Natalie Marshall
Five adorable little ducks provide hours of finger play fun in this colorful tabbed board book that is perfect for springtime. #366086

$6.99

Calling All Readers

Award-Winning Author and Illustrator

Please visit Scholastic.com/fair for springtime fun!

*Online shopping available at participating schools.
Early Learning

The Crayons' Book of Colors
by Drew Daywalt, illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
It’s Duncan’s birthday and the crayons want to make him a card. This fun introduction to colors shows what they can do by working together!

Board Book $8.99
#368441

The Crayons' Book of Numbers
by Drew Daywalt, illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
Young readers will have fun counting all the crayons that are missing from Duncan’s box in this introduction to numbers.

Board Book $8.99
#368442

Ten Tiny Turtles
by Emily Ford, illustrated by Russell Julian
Join the tiny turtles as they explore the ocean and learn to count along the way.

Board Book $12.99
#368005

My Little Book of Rocks, Minerals, and Gems
This colorful introduction will appeal to budding rock hounds.

Only at Scholastic $7.99
#368127

I Hear a Pickle (and Smell, See, Touch, and Taste It, Too!)
by Rachel Isadora
This sweet and simple introduction to the five senses is perfect for young readers ready to explore their world.

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
#366806

Great Gifts

Playdate Pals: Emotions
Explore your emotions with the Playdate Pals! This box set includes four books plus a reward chart and stickers.

Only at Scholastic $12.99
#369368

LEGO® City: Fire Brigade
Read the story, do the activities, and help these LEGO® City heroes carry out their day-to-day tasks.

Only at Scholastic $8.99
#366823

Wild Planet: Under the Sea
An awesome collector tin filled with four books about ocean animals, stickers, and a bonus surprise!

Only at Scholastic $17.99
#366840

Shopkins™ Poppy Corn Creativity Journal
Unleash your creativity with your favorite Shopkins! This adorable journal is full of short stories, activities, fun questions, and blank pages for drawing and sharing your thoughts.

$12.49
#367425

Shimmer and Shine Diary
Join Shimmer and Shine with this fun interactive diary complete with jeweled stickers, lock, and keys!

Only at Scholastic $10.99
#365849

Includes heart-shaped lock!

LEGGO®: Big Book of Animals
Bursting with amazing photos and fun facts, LEGO® minifigures introduce young readers to the amazing world of animals.

Hardcover $14.99
#368804

Get the Book Fairs App!
• Reading, age, and grade levels
• Create and share wish lists
• Shop the Online Fair
• Books with include videos

Shop online!

scholastic.com/fair

Below are items my child wishes to buy from this booklist:
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If my first choices are not available, I give my child permission to choose alternate selections.
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